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Abstract

Analysis of spatial subdomains in the Generalized
Weighted Residual Method

Andreas Gillgren

The Generalized Weighted Residual Method (GWRM) is a recently developed time-
spectral method for parabolic or hyperbolic initial-value partial differential equations.
In this paper, spatial subdomains, used in this method, are analyzed. Subdomains are 
used to enhance efficiency by dividing entire domains into smaller parts that can be 
independently solved for and then combined to get the final solution.

An automatic grid mapping algorithm for spatial subdomains, called "Compressive 
Method", is presented and applied to Burgers' viscous equation. The error of the 
solution, as compared to the analytic solution, is compared for this compressive 
Method and the uniform grid case. Results show that accuracy can be gained at a 
small extra cost, using this compressive Method. Conclusions are that this adaptive 
algorithm shows great potential for further development.
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Populärvetenskaplig sammanfattning
Numeriska beräkningsmetoder används flitigt inom forskningsområden för att lösa alla möjliga
typer av problem. Traditionellt sett används explicita och implicita tidsstegningsmetoder för tid-
srelaterade problem, vilket ger en diskret och approximativ lösning. För olika metoder finns det
krav på hur stor tidsstegningen får vara för att undvika att lösningen divergerar, och för komplicer-
ade system, som till exempel inom simulering av fusionsplasma och väderprognos, krävs extremt
många tidssteg vilket leder till kostsamma beräkningar.

Vid avdelningen för Fusionsplasmafysik, Kungliga Tekniska Högskolan (KTH), Stockholm, har
en tidsspektral metod som kallas Generalized Weighted Residual Method (GWRM) utvecklats.
Genom att ansätta lösningen som en trunkerad summa av Chebyshevpolynom kan alla dimen-
sioner samt eventuella parameterdimensioner behandlas helt spektralt. För tidsdimensionen in-
nebär detta att lösningen blir kontinuerlig över hela domänen samt att alla begränsningar relater-
ade till tidsstegning kan bortses från fullständigt.

För att effektivisera GWRM har man delat upp hela beräkningsdomänen i så kallade subdomäner,
vilka löses individuellt för att sedan kopplas samman. Denna rapport handlar om hur rumsdomä-
nen delas upp i subdomäner, och hur man kan effektivisera denna uppdelning. Olika områden i
rumsdomänen är mer lättlösta än andra, vilket intuitivt innebär att smalare intervall kan användas
vid branta gradienter för att få bättre noggrannhet. Längre intervall används vid mer lättlösta
områden.

I denna rapport presenteras en algoritm för att automatiskt placera ut en optimerad kartläggn-
ing för subdomänsintervallen i rummet. Idén är att pressa ihop subdomänerna mot det minst
noggrannt lösta området enligt en matematisk formulering som beskrivs i rapporten. Formeln ap-
pliceras på Burgers ekvation och resultaten visar att felet, jämfört med när formeln inte används,
tydligt minskar, i vissa fall med en faktor av 10. Här har den analytiska lösningen för Burgers
ekvation agerat riktmärke för att bestämma felet i den numeriska lösningen.

Slutsaten är att någon algoritm för att placera ut subdomäner "smart" bör användas. Den formel
som tagits fram har visat sig ge goda resultat till en mindre extra beräkningskostnad. Givetvis
kan denna formulering förbättras ytterligare där en närmare titt kan göras på de parametrar som
ingår i formeln.
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1 Introduction
Numerical methods play an important role in any engineering- or research field. Being able to
approximately solve partial differential equations (PDEs) efficiently and accurately is fundamental,
as it helps us predict any behavior in nature that can be described by a set of PDEs, specially
in cases where the analytic solution of a system may be very complicated. Initial-value problems
are usually solved using finite difference methods for the temporal domain. For explicit schemes,
time steps are chosen sufficiently small in order to avoid incorrect results according to constraints,
such as the Courant–Friedrichs–Lewy (CFL) condition [1]. Implicit- and semi-implicit methods
allow for large time steps at the price of matrix operations at each of these [2,3]. These methods
provide accurate and efficient solutions for most applications. However, for advanced applications
in physics, such as fusion plasma, fluid mechanics and weather forecasting, computational effort
can become very demanding relating to time advancing methods for different reasons, for example
where there exists separate time scales.

GWRM (Generalized Weighted Residual Method) [4] is a recently developed time-spectral
method for systems of PDEs on the form ut = Du + f , which treats not only the spatial domain
spectrally, but also the temporal domain and potential parameter dimensions. This basically means
that any constraint related to time stepping may be disregarded, since there is no time stepping
in GWRM. D can be a linear- or nonlinear matrix operator and f would be an arbitrarily explicit
source term that does not include the solution u. The solution is approximated by a finite set of
Chebyshev polynomials of the first order [5] for all dimensions, as further described in the first part
of section 2. A crucial feature for the efficiency of the method is that the spatial- and temporal
domain can be divided into subdomains, and that these are more or less solved for individually.
Subdomains give rise to more easily solved systems of equations that are found in the GWRM-
algorithm, since the matrix equations become more sparse. In the current technique, overlapping
subdomains [4] are used. An overview of subdomains and how they are implemented in the GWRM
is described in the second part of section 2.

Spatial subdomains can be implemented in different ways and for different reasons. A question
arises regarding GWRM; is the current modeling of spatial subdomains the optimal way, or does
it exist more efficient procedures? It has also been found that accuracy may be gained if grid
mapping is applied for spatial subdomains where smaller spatial intervals are used for regions of
steep gradients [4]. To date, these intervals are chosen manually for problems where regions of
inaccuracy are known before the computation.

Purpose of report
The purpose of this report is partly to clarify whether other domain decomposition methods found
elsewhere may be of interest for the spatial subdomain approach in GWRM, which is evaluated in
section 3. In section 4, an automatic adaptive algorithm for grid mapping, named "Compressive
Method", is presented. This algorithm is applied to the GWRM procedure for Burgers’ equation
(section 5) and the results are presented in section 6. The paper ends with a discussion part and
conclusions.

2 Generalized Weighted Residual Method (GWRM)

Method in Brief
A system of parabolic or hyperbolic initial-value partial differential equations may be written as

∂u

∂t
= Du+ f (1)

where u = u(t, x; p) is the solution vector, D is a linear or nonlinear matrix operator and f =
f(t, x; p) is an explicitly given source term. D may depend on both physical variables (t, x and
u) and physical parameters (denoted p) and that f is assumed arbitrary but non-dependent on u.
The inclusion of p makes it possible to include the dependence of interesting parameters in one run
of this method. Initial u(t0, x; p) as well as (Dirichlet, Neumann or Robin) boundary conditions
are assumed known.
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The idea of the Generalized Weighted Residual Method (GWRM) is to determine a spectral
solution of Equation (1), using Chebyshev polynomials [5] in all dimensions. Initially, Equation
(1) is integrated in time, thus

u(t, x; p) = u(t0, x; p) +

∫ t

t0

{Du(t′, x; p) + f(t′, x; p)}dt′ (2)

The solution u(t, x; p) is approximated by finite first kind Chebyshev polynomial series defined
by Tn(x) = cos(n cos−1 x). These functions may be written as real polynomials of degree n and
are orthogonal in the interval [-1,1] over a weight w = (1− x2)−1/2. For simplicity, the discussion
is restricted to a single equation with one spatial dimension x and one physical parameter p. Thus,

u(t, x; p) =

K∑
k=0

′
L∑
l=0

′
M∑
m=0

′
aklmTk(τ)Tl(ξ)Tm(P ) (3)

with

τ =
t−At
Bt

, ξ =
x−Ax
Bx

, P =
p−Ap
Bp

(4)

and Az = (z1 + z0)/2, Bz = (z1 − z0)/2. Here z = t, x or p. Indices "0" and "1" denote lower
and upper computational domain boundaries, respectively. The orthogonality of Chebyshev poly-
nomials is defined over [−1,1], and the transformation is performed so that the arguments stay
within the same range. Primes on summation signs in Equation (3) indicate that each occurrence
of a zero coefficient index should render a multiplicative factor of 1/2. This is in a similar kind of
fashion as that the zero index coefficient in for example a Fourier series must be treated differently
as compared to the other coefficients.

Next, a residual R is defined as

R ≡ u(t, x; p)− [u(t0, x; p) +

∫ t

t0

{Du+ f}dt′] (5)

The spectral coefficients aklm are then determined from the set of algebraic equation being gener-
ated by R from the requirement that the residual should satisfy the Galerkin WRM defined over
the entire computational domain∫ t1

t0

∫ x1

x0

∫ p1

p0

RTq(τ)Tr(ξ)Ts(P )wtwxwpdtdxtp = 0 (6)

which after some algebra becomes the final expression of the GWRM coefficients

aqrs = 2δq0brs +Aqrs + Fqrs (7)

Details of how Equation (6) is evaluated into Equation (7), including handling of boundary
conditions, initial conditions and the forcing term f can be found in [4]. Equation (7) can be linear
or nonlinear depending on the problem. If linear, the equation can be solved using methods like
Gauss elimination. For nonlinear problems, a semi implicit root solver (SIR) has been developed
[6].

Subdomains in GWRM
Although GWRM together with SIR have proven to be robust and efficient compared to more
traditional methods in different aspects [4], there exists promising ways of improvement considering
for example, the use of "subdomains" [7]. The subdomain approach is a natural way to improve
efficiency by basically dividing entire domains into smaller parts and then combining them together
at internal boundaries to obtain a final solution. The idea is that a fewer number of modes will
be required to achieve the same (or better) accuracy if a smaller region is considered, and that
computational efficiency will therefore be gained.

Numerically, the iterative solution of Equation (7) will lead to approximately

Ω = (K + 1)3(L+ 1)3(M + 1)3 (8)
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operations for each iteration step [7]. By employing LU decomposition, the number of operations
may be reduced to Ω/3. Now, we assume that the spatial domain is divided into Nx subdomains
and that the temporal domain is divided into Nt subdomains. Then, given that the number of
subdomains Nt and Nx is proportional to the number of modes K and L respectively, the number
of operations become

(NtNx[(K + 1)/Nt]
3[(L+ 1)/Nx]3(M + 1)3/3 = (Ω/3)/(NtNx)2 (9)

However, the idea of subdomains is that a fewer number of modes can be used, and there is a
fine line between using a suitable amount of subdomains and too many. For example, if an entire
spatial domain originally using L = 8 modes is divided into Nx = 20 subdomains, then, chances
are that only a few number of modes like L = 2 or L = 3 will be able to provide similar results
of efficiency. Consequently, a low number of modes might not be enough to capture a precise
representation of the solution, even though a smaller region is considered, resulting in several
inaccurate solutions for each subdomain instead of one accurate solution for the entire domain. In
summary, subdomains may reduce computational effort given that suitable parameters are chosen,
much depending on the problem considered and the computational conditions such as memory
availability.

Temporal Subdomains

There is a difference in how temporal- and spatial subdomains are implemented, due to the fact that
time and space provide different kinds of information regarding dimension boundaries. The purpose
of this paper is mainly to evaluate spatial subdomains, however, being shown that temporal-
and spatial subdomains are preferably applied jointly [7], an overview of temporal subdomains in
GWRM is given in this part.

For the first temporal subdomain, the solution may be calculated with GWRM, given that
information is fully provided at the initial state. The solution at the end of the first temporal
domain boundary may then be used as the initial condition for the next temporal interval and so
on, which is either done by using single- or multiple order contact. A further explanation of this
is given in [7]. In summary, the choice of contact order depends on the temporal order of the full
system considered, in a similar kind of way as for the spatial case described below. Single order
contact would be allowed for GWRM problems, since the system of equations are cast in the way
of equation (1).

At first sight, this may seem similar compared to time stepping schemes, since temporal sub-
domains are solved for chronologically. There is a big difference however, since the solution for
each subdomain is fully spectral, thus avoiding any form of time stepping constraint, which is one
of the fundamental advantages of the GWRM and other time spectral methods in general.

Adaptive algorithms are used for the interval length of the temporal subdomains. This is crucial
for the efficiency of the solution, since different interval lengths can be used in different regions to
ensure accuracy, much depending on the activity of each specific region. In [4,7], the propagation of
a flame when lighting a match, mathematically described by a nonlinear stiff ordinary differential
equation, has been studied. It is shown how the temporal intervals adept efficiently around the
strongly ramped region, providing similar results of computational time as implicit methods. The
adaptivity of temporal subdomains will play a part in the adaptivity of spatial subdomains, which
is presented in section 4.

Spatial Subdomains

For spatial dimensions, we assume that sufficient information is provided at the entire domain
boundary. The global boundary governs the solution, which implies that spatial subdomains must
be implemented differently as compared to temporal subdomains, where initial conditions are used
to calculate the end conditions.

Before advancing in time, the entire spatial solution must be known, since all spatial subdomains
are dependent of each other at the internal interfaces. In [7], it is explained how internal boundary
conditions from previous iterations are used in order to solve spatial subdomains independently,
thus enhancing efficiency at the risk of providing non convergent solutions. This is compared to
when all subdomains are solved for dependently. It is also shown that, given the spatial order Γs
of the complete system of PDEs, the criterion for the order of contact between internal boundaries
become
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V ≥ Γs/2 (10)

where V is the number of variables in the PDE. For example, if we have a system of Γs = 4, and
use second order contact, the complete system must be broken down into at least two second order
equations in order to satisfy V ≥ 2. For non overlapping subdomains, second order contact at
x = xb between subdomain s and s+ 1 means that we would require{

us(xb) = us+1(xb)
∂us

∂x (xb) = ∂us+1

∂x (xb)
(11)

where derivatives of Chebyshev expansions [5] are represented as

du

dx
=

d

dx

L∑
l=0

′
GklmTl(ξ) =

L−1∑
l=0

′
gklmTl(ξ), gklm =

1

Bx

L∑
λ=l+1
λ−1 odd

′
2λGkλm (12)

Basically, this tells us that even if the spectral coefficients for the solution Gklm converge, the
convergence of the derivative is weaker, since the multiplying factors λ add extra weight to Gklm.
This also holds for higher orders of differentiation.

Because of this, overlapping subdomains are used in GWRM. The spectral representation of
a subdomain is allowed to extend a distance ∆x into adjacent subdomains. In this way, second
order contact can be achieved without using the derivative, mathematically written as{

us(xb −∆x) = us+1(xb −∆x)

us(xb + ∆x) = us+1(xb + ∆x)
(13)

with the exception for the subdomains at the global boundaries where the already known global
boundary conditions are used.

To date, the default setting has been that equidistant subdomains are used in the GWRM,
meaning that the same length is used for all subdomains. As a consequence of using the same
number of modes for all subdomains, different regions will provide different results of accuracy,
simply because of the variation of activity throughout the full spatial domain. Some successful
adjustments have been made in [4], where a smaller interval have been chosen for the subdomain
close to the steep gradient region in Burgers’ equation. As briefly stated in the introduction, an
automatic algorithm for the grid points, outlined in section 4, has been made to replicate the gain
in accuracy that can be achieved by manually placing grid points.

3 Domain Decomposition Methods in General
When dividing entire domains into subdomains, care must be taken when modeling internal bound-
aries. In GWRM, overlapping subdomains are used in order to provide second order contact. In
this section, we evaluate how others have approached domain decomposition, and what the risk
might be when substituting the spatial derivative with overlapping "hand-shaking" subdomains.

Domain decomposition can be done for different reasons with the main purpose to simplify the
problem described by PDEs. As seen in [8], complex geometries are divided into symmetrical parts
and then added together when obtaining the final solution, since symmetrical objects simplifies
the numerical computation. In GWRM, all dimension variables are transformed into Chebyshev
space [-1,1], thus ensuring that we are always dealing with symmetrical geometries.

The other reason for using domain decomposition, as described in section 2, and found in [6,9],
is that efficiency can be gained by solving different parts individually. Methods like the spectral
mortar element method, spectral discontinuous Galerkin methods and the Schwarz method is
mathematically described in [5,8]. There is a difference, however, between methods of internal
boundary modeling and methods that is based on an entirely different solution method as compared
to GWRM. As an example, the Spectral-element method [5] is based on the variational formulation
using Lagrange- or Chebyshev interpolation polynomials. So when restricting the discussion to
GWRM, the main focus must be on the internal boundary conditions, and also how we can optimize
the formulation as it is presently described.

A question arise regarding the overlapping subdomains in GWRM, since this approximately cor-
responds to the spatial derivative. By increasing the overlap, we allow for more variation between
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the connection point, potentially giving rise to a poor representation of the spatial derivative. Also,
increased overlapping means that more computational effort would be required, since the adding of
all subdomains would result in a bigger computational domain. However, this is a topic that have
been discussed and evaluated, for example in [5,8,9], and it seems like overlapping subdomains
provide accurate solutions, as long as suitable overlapping distances are chosen. For GWRM, the
overlapping distance ∆x = 0.03/Ns is used.

In summary, given that we use overlapping subdomains, a natural evolution of the method
would be to optimize the spatial subdomains by using some kind of grid mapping algorithm. As
seen in for example PDE toolbox in Matlab, and also in [8], grid mapping is used and discussed
widely for different applications. In [10], randomly distributed grid points are used, and seemingly
providing better result of accuracy if the grid happens to be denser at the shock-like region. For
GWRM, we look for a grid algorithm that would automatically adapt itself around steep gradients.

4 Grid Mapping for GWRM
This section describes important factors that have been taken into account when constructing the
Compressive method (section 4.2), and why other methods that may seem promising fail to provide
reasonable grids. A preferable first step is to localize steep gradients, since these regions are more
likely to show poor accuracy. This is either done by knowing before hand where such areas may
appear, or by analyzing the first solution by starting out with some arbitrary grid. For the latter
case, subdomains may be used to localize poorly resolved regions by analyzing the approximated
solution of Equation (3) for each subdomain. It has been found that the value of

Cs = (|as0,L|+ |as0,L−1|)/(|as0,0|+ |as0,1|) (14)

provides a reliable representation of the accuracy for each subdomain referred to by "s"[7]. The
common "0" index refers to the first mode of the temporal Chebyshev expansion, and we say that
the solution is more precise as Cs gets closer to 0.

Intuitively, a larger number of subdomains results in a more precise localization of steep gra-
dients since Cs does not tell us exactly where the underlying problem may be located within a
specific subdomain. By chopping up the entire domain into more parts, the localization becomes
more accurate. However, too many subdomains may result in poor solutions if efficiency is to be
preserved, as described in section 2.2, which limits the localization when only considering Cs.

A possible remedy for this could be to also look at the spatial derivate for the solution of each
subdomain, since steep gradient regions are of interest. Then, arbitrarily small spatial intervals
may be analyzed within each subdomain, regardless of the total number of subdomains. This, of
course, requires that the approximated solution is somewhat accurate in the first place, since a bad
solution may mislead us to an even worse solution when constructing a new grid.

However, given that we know where the problem requires special attention, either by knowing
before or by executing the calculation, different mapping techniques may be used to adjust the
subdomain grid. The main idea is to optimize the grid so that smaller intervals may be used in
the occurrence of local inaccuracy as compared to other "plain" regions where intervals instead
may become larger. The choice of use obviously depends on what the problem is. For boundary-
layer problems, Gauss Lobatto formulas [5] may be used since these grid points are denser at the
boundaries than in the middle of the domain. This specific grid configuration may then be used for
the entire computation if the solution turns out to be more accurate than in the case of a uniform
grid.

For complex problems where the location of shock-like regions might be unknown, adaptive
methods may be used to further improve accuracy. There are different ways to implement adap-
tive algorithms depending on the desired outcome. For example, the subdomain with the maximum
value of C may be divided into two subdomains, thus providing accuracy at the cost of computa-
tional effort since one more subdomain needs to be solved for. For the case of one single temporal
domain, computational efficiency can never be gained since any adjustment to the original solution
ads up to the original cost. If adaptive grid mapping is used together with temporal subdomains,
information from the previous temporal domain may be used to construct a new optimized grid
for the next temporal domain, thus enhancing accuracy at almost no extra cost assuming that the
optimization was successful.
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Trying Different Methods
Given that there exists several ways to approach grid mapping, the first step will be to define
certain parameters. For the followings methods, the aim has been to keep the number of spatial
subdomains constant. One idea that comes to mind is whether we would be able to compare the
convergence value Cs for each subdomain. Thus, the interval length Is for each subdomain may
be given by a proportional formula

Is =
1
Cs

Ns∑
j=1

1
Cj

(15)

which may seem reasonable since the subdomain with the best convergence value gets a bigger
interval and vice versa. However, the main problem with this type of proportional distribution is
that the maximum- and minimum value of C may differ by a factor of hundreds (or even more),
as will be seen in the result section. Imagine a scenario where we have Ns = 4 and a maximum
grid interval 100 times bigger as compared to the minimum interval. There is nothing that ensures
that an absolute tiny interval like this would be able to capture a shock-like behavior.

Figure 1: Here, the formula of Equation (15) has been used to calculate a new grid as visualized
by the purple dots. Clearly, this algorithm completely fails to provide a reasonable new grid, since
the small interval ends up at the left subdomain.

The first conclusion is that we must include the information of exactly where we have a non
accurate interval in the algorithm, since Equation (15) fails to localize the poorly resolved region
for an easy case where Cmax ≈ 8Cmin, as seen in Figure 1.

Another idea would be to split the least accurate subdomain by its half. In order to keep the
number of subdomains constant, two neighboring accurate subdomains could be combined into
one. This approach could possibly work for a fairly low number of subdomains, however, if we
consider a large number of subdomains, we will probably end up with a quite inefficient method,
since it would not do much.
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However, placing more subdomains close to the least convergent subdomain is preferably the
right way to go. Say that we localize the middle of the subdomain for Cmax. Then, we can define
a formula, so that the interval becomes smaller as we approach this location. This is basically the
initial idea of the Compressive Method, since we look for something that would squeeze the grid
towards the interesting area.

Compressive Method
For simplicity, no physical parameter is included and only one spatial dimension is considered.
Initially, GWRM solves Equation (1) for the first temporal interval, using the same interval length
|x1 − x0|/Ns for all spatial subdomains. Given are a fixed number of subdomains Ns and a set of
approximated convergence values C = [c1, c2, ..., cNs ] for each subdomain. The maximum value of
C tells us where the accuracy have been poor as compared to the other regions in the first run.

There are generally two different scenarios to consider, since the maximum of C may be located
at a subdomain connected to one of the two global boundaries or somewhere in between. For the
first case where there is a maximum value of C at the global boundary, say smax = Ns, a new grid
is defined by the following formula for the distance between the grid points

∆xj = (1 + α)|smax−j|β (16)

where j goes from 1 to Ns and β is a constant calculated by

β =
|x1 − x0|

Ns−1∑
j=0

(1 + α)j
(17)

thus ensuring that the new grid will stay within the same original spatial domain |x1−x0|. α is
a positive selectable parameter which governs the rate of compression since this method basically
squeezes the grid towards the subdomain where accuracy have shown to be poor by the maximum
value of C.

For the second case where there is a maximum value of C at one of the inner subdomains, the
approach slightly differs in that the first step will be to divide the entire domain into two parts.
The division take place at the center of the subdomain with the maximum value of C, we call
this x-coordinate xmax. Then, the methods basically works in the same way as the case above by
squeezing the gridpoints of each part towards xmax ( For the case above, xmax would either be x0
or x1) {

∆xj = (1 + α)|smax−j|β, if j ≤ smax
∆xj = (1 + α)|smax−(j−1)|γ, if j > smax

(18)

with coefficients

β =
|xmax − x0|

imax−1∑
j=0

(1 + α)j
, γ =

|x1 − xmax|
Ns−(imax+1)∑

j=0

(1 + α)j

(19)

As a consequence of splitting a subdomain by its center, we have to decide whether it should be
placed by the right side of xmax or by the left side, since this affects the "if" condition of Equation
(18) and the upper summation limit of Equation (19) for both β and γ. This can be done by, for
example, using an "if" condition, comparing the mean value of the C elements at the right side
and left side of the subdomain with the maximum C, since this may give us a hint of where there
is need for one more subdomain. However, for situations of where xmax might be close to a global
boundary, say x0, then it would probably be better to just place the extra grid point between x0
and xmax, simply because this region is close to the least accurate subdomain. In Equation (18)
and Equation (19), the divided subdomain is arbitrarily placed between x0 and xmax, also referred
to as the left side.

However, this method, as defined above, will only be able to localize and adapt itself to one
single region of inaccuracy. The natural remedy for this is to treat different regions separately.
For specific boundary-layer problems, with two shock-like regions near both global boundaries, we
could simply treat each half of the domain separately when using this compressive method.
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There are different ways to implement this method to the GWRM procedure. The first temporal
domain is preferably solved for using a uniform grid, thus providing Ns number of element values
of C that determines the location of xmax. Some initial arbitrary value of α is set and a new grid is
calculated. If there is no desire to redo the procedure for an already solved temporal sub interval,
then the new grid is applied to the next temporal interval. xmax will stay the same and α may
grow gradually as long as

∆C = Cmax/Cmin → 1 (20)

This shows that the changing grid gets closer to an optimal state, in the sense that all of the
subdomains show similar values of approximated accuracy as defined by Equation (14). When ∆C
grows for a time interval as compared to the previous one, α may decrease, as in getting closer to
0 since α is defined as positive, thus hypothetically giving rise to an oscillatory pattern as α may
increase again when the same situation occurs.

Given that this method determines a value of xmax from the first temporal interval, care must
be taken to avoid a situation where the shock-like region suddenly appears in a different region of
the spatial domain as time is increasing. This can be controlled by also solving, for example, every
fifth temporal interval with a uniform grid in order to repeatedly localize the inaccurate region. If
the location changes for the shock-like behavior, xmax is consequently relocated and the procedure
goes on as before.

Figure 2: Graphic illustration of the compressive method (section 4.1). In this case, xmax has been
located at some inner subdomain.

5 Burgers’ Equation
The nonlinear viscous Burgers’ equation is a PDE that has been studied with GWRM in previous
papers [4,7], formally written as

∂u

∂t
= −u∂u

∂x
+ κ

∂2u

∂x2
(21)

where κ is the diffusive coefficient. For the initial condition u(x, o) = x(1 − x) and boundary
conditions u(0, t) = u(1, t) = 0, the analytic solution is
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u(x, t) =

2πκ
∞∑
m=0

′
mAme

−κm2π2t sin(mπx)

∞∑
m=0

′Ame−κm
2π2t cos(mπx)

(22)

[4] with coefficients

Am = 2

∫ 1

0

e−(3x
2−2x3)/(12κ) cos(mπx)dx (23)

Since we know the analytic solution, this equation provides excellent benchmarking. Also, it
is of interest, since Burgers’ equation contains two time scales related to the competition between
convection and diffusion. This is a phenomena that would be encountered in complex problems in
fluid mechanics and magnetohydrodynamics.

Figure 3: Solution of burgers’ equation for κ = 0.01. We note that there is a steep gradient at the
right side boundary close to x = 1.

6 Results
This section shows results of when applying GWRM to Burgers’ equation with κ = 0.01, using
the Compressive Method for spatial subdomains. There are indeed different ways to use the
Compressive Method, here, we have chosen to recalculate the first temporal domain in order to use
an optimized grid layout for all temporal domains, including the first one. As tests has been made,
we have found that an initial value of α = Ns/2 works well for all cases so far. α is preferably chosen
as uniquely dependent on the number of spatial subdomains, due to the exponential formulation
that describes the largest interval as ∆xj = (1 + α)Ns−1β. For each temporal interval, we have
chosen to change α by ∆α = ±0.4/Ns, where the plus- and minus sign depends on if the change
of α was successful in the previous temporal interval, as in getting Cmax/Cmin closer to 1.

In order to illustrate the impact of adaptive spatial subdomains when comparing to the uniform
case, the same temporal interval has been used for all domains in each test. Figure 4, 5 and 6
shows how the error of GWRM behaves when using the compressive method (left image) and what
the error looks like when using uniform grid mapping (right side). All of the operations has been
carried out in the computing program Maple.
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Figure 4: The error of the solution for Burgers’ equation is plotted for the Compressive method
(left figure) and the case for the uniform grid (right figure). Here, the parameters are Nt = 3,K =
8, Ns = 4 and L = 5. As seen, the maximum error is decreased by a factor of about 10 when using
the Compressive method. The corresponding grid for each 3D-plot is visualized below the error.

Table 1: The following values of Cmax/Cmin correspond to Figure 4, where it can been seen that
the Compressive Method provide Cmax/Cmin closer to 1 as compared to the uniform grid.

Value of Cmax/Cmin
Temporal subdomain index Compressive Method Uniform grid
1 31.38 496.14
2 23.02 232.22
3 12.63 81.75

Max error 0.0002 0.002
Computational time (s) 11.48 8.25
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Figure 5: As in Figure 4, the error of the solution for Burgers’ equation is plotted for the compressive
method (left figure) and the case for the uniform grid (right figure). Here, the parameters are
Nt = 7,K = 6, Ns = 2 and L = 7. As seen, the maximum error is decreased by a factor of about
10 when using the compressive method.

Table 2: The following values of Cmax/Cmin correspond to Figure 5. As in the previous case, it
can been seen that the Compressive Method provide Cmax/Cmin closer to 1 as compared to the

uniform grid.

Value of Cmax/Cmin
Temporal subdomain index Compressive Method Uniform grid
1 16.65 64.21
2 42.13 102.33
3 43.84 940.81
4 5.42 796.69
5 1.01 122.50
6 2.37 46.45
7 1.18 25.14

Max error 0.0002 0.002
Computational time (s) 17.94 14.03
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Figure 6: Here, the parameters are Nt = 10,K = 5, Ns = 10 and L = 5. The maximum error
is decreased ( the error of the region close to x = 0, t = 0 may arise as a result of the analytic
solution being an infinite series, truncated in the computation) .

Table 3: The following values of Cmax/Cmin correspond to Figure 6.

Value of Cmax/Cmin
Temporal subdomain index Compressive Method Uniform grid
1 129.80 1866.34
2 144.99 8068.75
3 454.02 11 263.27
4 166.46 16 568.71
5 48.16 6727.61
6 13.97 12 886.84
7 7.78 2868.87
8 30.54 1382.50
9 18.03 540.47
10 9.82 262.99

Max error 0.0002 0.0004
Computational time (s) 38.35 34.71
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Uniform grid Manual placement x = 0.75 Compressive method 

Figure 7: This test relates to a manual grid placement of x = 0.75 in [4]. Here, the parameters are
Nt = 1,K = 9, Ns = 2 and L = 7. We see that the compressive method provide similar results of
accuracy as compared to the manual placement.

For all cases, we see that computational time is slightly increased for the Compressive Method, as
a result of redefining the subdomain intervals in the GWRM for each temporal subdomain.

7 Discussion and Conclusions
A grid mapping algorithm specifically made for the fully spectral GWRM, named "Compressive
Method" has been presented and applied to the case of Burgers’ viscous equation. The results show
that the error of the numerical solution can be decreased up to a factor of 10. For the uniform
grid, we clearly see a huge difference in the maximum- and minimum approximated convergence
values C for each temporal subinterval. This difference is drastically reduced when applying the
Compressive Method, which is seen in the tables. In Table 2, for temporal subdomain index 5,
we see that Cmax/Cmin = 1.01 for the Compressive Method as compared to Cmax/Cmin = 122.50
for the uniform grid at the same temporal interval. This is an excellent result if the aim is to get
Cmax/Cmin = 1.00, since this implies that we have distributed the subdomains so that we get the
same convergence value for the entire domain.

By looking at the tables for the first temporal interval, we may conclude that the initial value
of α = 2/Ns provide a reliable initial grid, specially where a few number of temporal intervals are
used, due to the fact that the change of α is limited. This is further confirmed by Figure 7, which
shows the solution for only one temporal interval. For this case, the Compressive Method show
almost identical results of accuracy compared to the manual placement found in [4].

Computational time is seemingly increasing when we apply the Compressive Method, which is
a result of recalculating the first temporal interval. Also, by changing the grid for each interval, we
need to redefine certain parameters in the GWRM procedure, which enhances computational time.
However, given a specific error tolerance, we could probably get results of improved efficiency by
using an optimized grid for a fewer number of spatial subdomains, for example by using 7 optimized
subdomains instead of 9 equally distributed ones. If adaptive spatial subdomains are used together
with adaptive temporal subdomains, efficiency may be gained if larger temporal intervals can be
used as a consequence of using an optimized spatial grid.

Although showing great potential, this spatial distribution algorithm is far from fully optimized.
A closer look at the choice of α and ∆α may be done to further improve the method. Also, this
method may be mathematically outlined for cases where we deal with multiple spatial dimension,
since this will be relevant for more complex problems like, for example, fusion plasma simulations.

In summary, we have seen that accuracy is gained by squeezing grid points towards a non
convergent region. The Compressive Method may be further developed in order to show even
better results and to deal with higher spatial order problems.
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